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PROCESS
PRECISION
PROFITS
We are TOMIS.  Since 2012 we’ve been working with tour 
operators to grow their businesses through innovative software 
solutions and data-driven digital marketing strategies.

MMore than just a digital marketing firm, we are our customer’s 
customer and we have a passion for travel.  Choosing TOMIS 
as your digital marketing partner means you’ll get an airtight, 
integrated digital marketing strategy that will be your catalyst 
for growth for years to come. 

OOn the following pages, you will find information about the 
digital marketing software & services we provide.  These are 
the tools our talented team of marketing professionals will use 
to amplify your digital presence so you can focus on bringing 
your unique experiences to your customers. 
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The TOMIS Digital Foundation is your rock solid connection to accurate data and 
actionable insights.  We will monitor and ensure all of your tracking and marketing 

analytics and key performance indicators are set up and in place. 

You’ll gain visibility on the following items and more:
Lead Event Tracking
Social Media Analytics

Website User Behavior & Heat Mapping
GGoogle Analytics
SEO Performance

Technical Website Health
Keyword Tracking & Performance
Custom Audience Insights

Campaign Performance Metrics
Reservation System Metrics*

CChat Logs**

*some reservation metrics/features not available with certain reservation systems

**access to chat logs requires TOMIS AI ChatBot functionality
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The first digital marketing intelligence platform for tour operators.  
TOMIS is your personal digital marketing assistant. 

Consolidate Your Marketing & Sales Data
A single source of data for all your key metrics for the first time. 

Crystal Clear Reporting
All paid advertising, website & overall digital marketing performance metrics.

Customer Communication Portal
Featuring Live Chat, AI ChatBot and Mobile App.*

AAutomated Pre & Post-Trip SMS Functionality
Get ahead of pre-trip FAQs & drive more online reviews.

One Click Customer Segmentation Reporting
Understand where your customers come from & who they are.

Keyword Rank Tracking
Not just your keywords, we track your competition too.

Technical Website Performance Monitoring
SStay up to date on site performance issues.

All-in-One Calendar System
Track your marketing/editorial schedule & task management.

CRM Database
Historical customer management & lead nurturing. (in development)

*Additional fees apply for TOMIS AI ChatBot & Live Chat functionality

TOMIS MARKETING APP
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The TOMIS AI ChatBot captures consumers at the time of intention, meeting customers on their 
terms and providing answers to their questions in real time, when they want them. 

Mobile Optimized
Customers chat just as they would text from their phone.

Pre-Loaded Quick Replies
Give customers fast answers to the most asked questions.

Toggle On/O  Live Chat
Interact with customers in real time when you’re available.

TTake Live Chat Conversations With You
Stepping out of the oce? No problem, carry on live chat on our mobile app.

Natural Language Processing
 Your AI ChatBot gets smarter over time.

Check Availability
Customers can check availability for the trips they want, in real time.*

We Log Every Chat Exchange
All conversations aAll conversations are stored in the TOMIS App. Review, improve and even use for training. 

*feature available with integrated reservation systems

TIRED OF ANSWERING THE SAME QUESTIONS VIA EMAIL OR PHONE?

TOMIS AI CHATBOT | LIVE CHAT
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A suite of thoughtful functionality built specifically for your business to 
improve the customer experience and increasing conversions.

MOBILE MENU BAR
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QUICK CONVERSIONS - NO BARRIERS

- Gives your mobile visitors a way to convert fast.
- Improves the mobile experience of your site.
- Responsive design adjusts to your vistor’s device.

- Customizable links and buttons.
- Customizable color scheme to match your site.

- - Gives your customers the info they need first and helps them convert fast.

The TOMIS Mobile Menu Bar gives your mobile website visitors a way to book now or quickly 
access information that we know leads to a conversion.  At the same time improving the look 

and feel of your mobile site for today’s devices.



Our advanced SEO package includes monthly SEO optimization, monitoring, and 
reporting. We will implement an interconnected SEO strategy and optimize 

accordingly on and o of the website. We will also deliver a keyword hit-list to help 
your team and ours optimize new content going forward. 

OOur strategy will also account for seasonality, the need to drive group bookings, and 
remain agile to account for new keyword trends and consumer purchasing behavior. 
This keyword strategy will also be informed by your existing ranking, level of 

competition, and search volume.

We will adapt your SEO strategy and tasks as necessary, 
but the type of work will include:

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
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Google Ads will be optimized weekly and reported on once a month via the 
automated TOMIS reports. We will utilize the data we receive to continually improve 
and optimize the campaigns over time. Our conversion tracking will give you a 
detailed breakdown of ROAS (return on ad spend) each month. 

TThese campaigns are directly associated with your SEO strategy and other paid 
advertising initiatives. By centralizing the monitoring and maintenance of these 
campaigns, we can help ensure they are not overlapping one another, the allocation of 
dollars to each campaign is appropriate, and they are playing a complementary role to 
each other. By managing Google Ads we can ensure each target audience is reached 
via mobile, geographic location, and by their demographics/interests.

GOOGLE ADS MANAGEMENT
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TOMIS Social Media experts will create, manage and report on strategic 
paid social media marketing campaigns based on the quarterly marketing 

strategies we work with you to create.

These eorts are ongoing paid social media campaigns. In our monthly 
strategy call we will review the performance of past or ongoing campaigns 

as well as discuss the strategy for upcoming initiatives.

Paid Social Campaigns often include:
FFacebook & Instagram Paid Campaigns 

Website Visitor Retargeting
Brand Awareness Campaigns
Geographic Targeting

Interests & A nity Group Targeting
Holidays & Special Promotions

Enjoy a guided tour
of San Francisco!

PAID SOCIAL
MANAGEMENT



Creating a simple yet engaging buyer journey is the key to getting the most value 
from your website trac. 

Fast, sleek, and aesthetically pleasing website experiences will play a major role in 
converting your visitors. TOMIS will utilize Hotjar to track visitor actions such as clicks 
and scroll heatmaps on your main pages. We will analyze this data to make slight 

changes to the front-end UI/UX on your site. 

OOur goal is to improve your sales funnel by streamlining the purchasing process for 
potential customers. Website enhancements will include updated imagery as provided, 
the creation of new pages as needed, updating header navigation items in support of 
data insights, and conversion rate optimization based on industry best practices. 

WEBSITE CONVERSION RATE OPTIMIZATION
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Content marketing is key in supporting the overall SEO strategy. A strategic content marketing 
(blogging) strategy will bring more organic trac to your site and encourage customers to engage 
with  your business once they arrive on your site. We will assist with filling content gaps within the 
site by analyzing keyword ranking opportunities, competitor eorts, featured snippets results, and 

cornerstone pieces of content. 

We want to publish at least one new quality post per month and promote it on social media, 
Google My Business, through email campaigns, and other digital channels. 

IIn addition to new monthly blog templates informed by our SEO strategy, we will also include the 
optimization and promotion of old blogs. While new content is important, there is tremendous 
potential in optimizing older content based on our best practices. These updates will address older 
posts that need updating, are lacking adequate internal and external links, and have high potential 

to rank or have fallen in search rankings. 

CONTENT  MARKETING
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We’ll start out buy building lead capture opportunities on your 
website that grow your audience and add subscribers to the 
campaign automations. Email campaigns will include welcome 
message automations for newsletter signups, post-trip 
automations, as well as  inactive subscriber automations. 

OOnce we have built up your subscriber list, we can build out a 
series of targeted email automation campaigns to help engage 
past customers, drive repeat bookings, and send qualified trac 

to the website. 

TThese automations will track trac, leads, and bookings directly 
in your TOMIS dashboard so you can monitor their success.  
Mailchimp is our preferred email platform and a Mailchimp 

account will be required for this service mix. 

EMAIL MARKETING &  LEAD CAPTURE
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Our extensive website and SEO audit will ensure we are delivering a quality 
experience for humans, while also optimizing the site for search engine bots. 

The user experience audit will look at brand consistency, user behavior on the site, 
the mobile experience, and friction points in the booking flow. The audit will also 
review your historical website data to analyze past conversions and engagement 

metrics from dierent tra c sources to determine which channels have the greatest 
opportunities for growth. 

IIn conjunction with closely inspecting the user experience, our exhaustive SEO audit 
will review the technical aspects of your website, including structured data presence, 
crawlability and indexation issues such as internal redirects, 404 errors, inbound link 

opportunities, duplicate content, sitemap issues, current organic rankings, 
opportunities going forward, and more.

As these handcrafted As these handcrafted reports can sometimes consist of 50+ slides of technical 
content, we will set up a call to go over the report in detail and ensure you have a 

prioritized list of deliverables to walk away with. 
 

WEBSITE & SEO AUDIT



Dedicated Private Server
Know where your site lives and the 
sites that live with it. We optimize 
every site on our server, so your site 
doesn’t get slowed down.

Free SSL Certificate
KKeep your customer’s transactions 
safe with SSL. Now required by 
Google, your SSL certificate will 
create secure connections to ensure 
all encrypted data remains private. 

Automated Site Backups
We perform daily backups on your 
digital experience to give you peace 
of mind in case you run into any site 
issues.

Free Global Delivery Network
LLoad content faster with a global 
content delivery network (CDN), 
which routes local requests to the 
nearest server.

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
As part of your hosting plan with TOMIS, your site will receive monthly maintenance 
that includes plugin updates and overall website health checks.

DEDICATED TOMIS DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Our dedicated TOMIS development team is familiar with the needs of tourism 
businesses like yours and is always around to address any issues or concerns you have.

We will migrate you to our private server to ensure your new site is set up to perform on the server side. 

The TOMIS private server is optimized for Wordpress sites, which means up to a 27% faster website for 
you and a better experience for your customers.

WEBSITE HOSTING &  MAINTENANCE

ADDITIONAL HOSTING FEATURES
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We are proud to work with some of the leading tour operators in the industry.  
Here are just a few of our clients...

 OUR CLIENTS
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UNPARALLELED INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
We’ve been helping tour operators expand their digital footprint and get more direct 
bookings for the last 9 years.  Digital Marketing for Tour Operators is our business.  

DEDICATED MARKETING MANAGER 
Your Marketing Manager (M2) will be your main point of contact at TOMIS.  They’ll 
work with you to coordinate all aspects of your integrated digital marketing strategy. 

SUBJSUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS 
Our in-house digital marketing team consists of subject matter experts in SEO, 

Google Ads, Social Media Advertising, Conversion Optimization, Web Development, 
Graphic Design and more.  Working with TOMIS is just like having all these experts 

on your team, but not on your payroll.

MONTHLY REPORTING
WWe report results at precisely 6am on the first Monday of every month.  Your 
monthly report gives you an unfiltered view of your key performance indicators.

MONTHLY MEETING
We’ll host a standing monthly call with you and your team.  We’ll report results and 

make adjustments to your marketing plan as needed.
 

QUARTERLY MARKETING STRATEGY MEETING
WWe will meet with you quarterly to define your overall digital marketing strategy.  
We’ll define goals, clarify objectives and use data to develop a strategy for 

the road ahead. 

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY FOR OPERATORS OF ALL SIZES
Ala-carte service oerings and flexible terms give us the ability to work with you no 

matter the size of your marketing budget.
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WORKING WITH TOMIS

READY TO GET STARTED...

grow@tomis.tech
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